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CROATIAN WARRIORS COMBAT SELF DEFENSE, part 1 - prof. Gordan
Krajacic

prof. Gordan Krajacic

We would like to present you a new exciting method of self defense that can save your
life, regardless of your age, gender, height, build or experience. This is Combat Self
Defense System took the beginning of fierce Croatian Warriors ideas. Combat Self
Defense is now applicable world wide through unique Combat Seminars Systems
Company, led by Gordan Krajacic.

Note about Croatia. It is a beautiful Mediterranean Country, for many from Europe a tourist
paradise. Until 1991, it was part of former Yugoslavia, and it gained its freedom and
independence through bloody 4-year-war lasting from 1991 till 1995. Croatian people were
attacked and forced to defend themselves. At mist of that war clashes arises something very
good for all of mankind – namely a fierce Croatian System of Fighting –Croatian Combat Self
Defense.

Picture below: Croatia (colored in red).

COMBAT SELF DEFENSE
Combat Self Defense is a system that was finally developed through last 20 years of
research and real life experience of real street fights, real war missions, real bodyguard,
bouncer work, real police work on the street, real Special Forces work and from need of
real life self defense.
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Combat Self Defense is a unique evolutionary burst of Martial Arts into the future. It is an
evolution into the simpler, easier, more applicable and far better fighting – defending system
than we have today in our various societies and countries. I would like to emphasize the word
“better”, because Combat Self Defense literally turns every move someone make into a
combat move - for defense or for attacks, dependable on the situation.

That means - defense against guns, rifles, knives, multiple attackers and so on - everything
only with hands - but not with the regular boxing or martial arts punches - in Combat
punching you will learn a new way of punching - you may call it - destruction punches because you do not punch to box, or to deliver punches as in other Martial Arts, here every
punch is made to destroy, damage, break, terminate; is delivered from any angle, to any
surface, and is very devastating and disabling. This way of fighting can deeply broaden ones
experiences. Now imagine that with your legs, joint locks, wrestling techniques, knives,
sticks,
guns
and
so
on.
The most important thing in this method is: the time of learning is very short. No other
Martial Art or teacher can teach you as fast as we do in the Combat Self Defense. It is so
simple - it is based on what you know about moving your body, and than we transform your
movements in to the combat movements. So, you do not learn any new technique - you
already know them - you just put your body and most of your everyday movements into the
combat.
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Combat Self Defense & Other Martial Arts

In our opinion, all of the Martial Arts are great and good for self defense if they are practiced
in a right way. The way of practicing is the most important. Combat Self Defense is
technically not so aesthetic as other martial arts styles (Wu Shu, Kuk Sool, Thai Chi, Capoera,
etc.) The thing, in which Combat Systems are better than any other Martial Arts, is TIME time needed to learn. This is your time - in just two days of practicing YOU CAN LEARN to
defend
yourself
against
anybody.
So, time is crucial - because - you do not have 10, neither 3 nor 4 years to learn to defend
yourself, and you will not learn to defend yourself even in 10 years if you do not practice in
real self defense manner. Your time is also your money - and the shorter the time – the less
money you spend. When someone needs to learn to defend oneself, it is usually too late at that
moment, so you do not have time, and in Combat Self Defense, they can teach you in short
time – what do you say, in about two days.

In relation to other Martial Arts, Combat Self Defense can be used as a helping tool, to cover
things that you do not have in your Martial Art, or as a guide into the combat applications of
your Martial Arts moves, or as an idea hove to practice in real situations sometimes especially if your Martial Arts are purely sports oriented. Basically, Combat Seminars
Systems, Combat Self Defense can help any Martial Art practitioner to be better in self
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defense. For example, to learn wrestlers how to defend against knives, clubs, guns, rifles, or
multiple attackers, by using their own knowledge and special expertise of Combat Self
Defense Instructors in that areas. Combat Self Defense can be practiced today through a
unique blend of Combat Seminars that are offered through Combat Seminars Systems. So,
let’s see, what exactly Combat Seminars Systems is?

COMBAT SEMINARS is a system of a unique blend of expertise, experience and efficiency
in Martial Arts and Martial Arts teaching. Combat Seminars are a totally new way of teaching
in Martial Arts based solely on reality of fighting and on the actual experiences in real
fighting, bouncing, body-guarding, anti terrorism, crime fighting, executive protection,
investigation, information gathering, detective work, and Special Forces operations. All our
teachings are based on realty, situational training, security and efficiency. Our services are
COMBAT SELF DEFENSE SEMINARS, which cover every possible situation in real life
self defense.

Combat Seminars is a teaching system that offers you a wide variety of combat seminars
such as: Combat Punching, Combat Kicking, Combat Join Locking, Combat Knife fighting,
Combat Stick Fighting, Combat Gun Fighting, Combat Conditioning, Combat Mind
Management, Combat Ground Fighting, Combat Car Fighting, Combat Bodyguard Fighting,
Combat Antiterrorism Fighting and similar combat seminars that are arranged in real life
scenarios.

Combat Seminars System speciality is short, brutal and efficient resolving of any
confrontational situation that may occur in civilian or professional line of work. Combat
Seminars Systems are unique in way of teaching, that is, intense, fierce, efficient, real, secure,
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scenario based and situational. Due to our real combat experience, we can teach you how to
win and survive in any situation. We can show you how to use your skills in totally combat
oriented efficient manner - even the moves from your most basic Kata's or other basic skills.

HOW DID IT ALL START. Foundation of Combat Self Defense – Combat Seminars
Systems
Start and foundation of Combat Self Defense, as often is in the world of Martial Arts, is
related to a whole life of one person. In this case, this person is Mr. Gordan Krajacic from
Zagreb, Croatia. He is genuine Croatian warrior, and he is still in professional warrior
business Special Police Force.

Mr. Gordan Krajacic started his Martial Arts career in 1978, which lasts till 2010.
Furthermore, he practiced Martial Arts: Karate, Full Contact Karate, Kick Boxing, Boxing,
Tae Kwon Do, Wrestling, Judo, Jiu Jitsu, Ninjutsu, Kung Fu, Kuk Sool Won, Kuk Sul Do,
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Muay Thai and Street Fighting. He is involved in Streetfighting from 1978. From the year
1990 till now he is an ACTIVE Military Special Forces Soldier, Active Police Special Forces
Officer.

In the next article, we will bring you a full story on foundation and releasing Combat Self
Defense to the world.

WHO PRACTICE COMBAT SELF DEFENSE IN CROATIA

From the beginning of System and during the process of founding its main trainees were
Croatian Army Soldiers, Special Police Members and Regular Police Members. The Founder,
Gordan Krajacic, through his job, as one of the state Martial Arts Instructors for Police and
Military personnel, did have a great opportunity to implement his research and ideas to those
two respective services. Active Special Police Officers working now for Gordan Krajacic
(Police Captain – Company Commander in Special Anti Riot Unit) practise Combat Self
Defense too. Today, trainees of CSD are regular civilians, top executive managers and
owners, security company personnel and police and military servicemen’s and ladies.

COMBAT EXPIRIENCE OF FOUNDER AND STAFF

The Founder - Gordan Krajacic – gains his combat experience from early age in real street
fights, real bouncing fights, real war fights, military Special Forces, real police work fights in
all levels from the street cop, heavy crime offenders arresting, undercover work and Special
Forces work that he does all the time.

NIKOLA PETERLIC –Instinctive Self defense Instructor 11. Grade, Nikola is retired
Spec.Ops. Army officer who is in constant search for new knowledge; he has great knowledge
an many Spec. Ops. warfare subjects - and he is also a great Instinctive Self Defense
Instructor. Real war fighting experience, wounded seven times in actual firearms combat.

IVAN MIKULANDRIC – Kuk Sul Do Master - Instinctive Self defense instructor 9. Grade.
Ivan is one of the most versatile masters in our team; he has extensive knowledge in special
ground fighting, in Korean Martial Arts and weapons, and, of course, in Instinctive Self
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Defense. Real fighting experience – constant doorman work – bouncer and security guard at
places that no one else wants to work.

MARIO TUŠEK – Bujinkan Ninjutsu Master– 7. DAN, in our opinion – Mario is one of the
best Ninjutsu teachers in the world – yes, in the world. Real combat experience in encounters
with real attackers and crime offenders.

HRVOJE MARIC – - Small Arms Chief Instructor; being a police officer active in duty
for a long time, he is one of our top weapons instructor. Real combat experience in real
encounters with crime offenders.

ASSOCIATES- for special security seminars - we have associates whose names are secret
but they are people with working experiences in their fields from 25 to 40 years. Most of them
still are on duty in Special Forces or Special Operations, or are ex Spec. Ops. with extensive
backgrounds and currently working in the private sector.
prof. Gordan Krajacic
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